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Profile: BMW C 650 Sport
Enjoy ultimate urban riding with the BMW C 650 Sport

The 2019 BMW C 650 Sport is an urban mobility-friendly scooter that doesn’t want for power, style or
personality. Capable of turning any mundane journey into a miniature adventure, the C 650 Sport is
an ideal choice if you value getting the most excitement out of every day.

Aggressive city cruising

The C 650 Sport gets its power
from a 650-cubic-centimeter
two-cylinder engine. BMW
Motorrad reports that this compact
powerplant produces a capable 60
horsepower and 46.5 lb-ft of torque,
delivering a top speed of about 112
mph. The C 650 features a chassis
and suspension specially optimized
for taking corners and weaving
through traffic, making it all the
more comfortable for city riding.

New additions

For 2019, the C 650 Sport boasts
redesigned front and rear sections,
which emphasize the
maxi-scooter’s spirited
performance. In the front, higher
fairing panels add a touch of
refinement while new handlebar covers enhance this impression with a high-glass center section and
chrome accents.

On top of these visual refinements, the 2019 C 650 Sport comes with a new stainless-steel exhaust.
The new exhaust performs a handful of duties, from just looking sharp to offering a better sound,
reducing noise and containing more exhaust emissions.

Impressive comfort and convenience

Despite its energetic nature, the 2019 BMW C 650 Sport offers impressive comfort and convenience.
There is the plush, cushy seat, which optionally comes with integrated heating for ideal comfort when
riding on colder days. Then there is optional multi-level grip heating, which you can set to one of two
constant levels or to automatic heating based on outside temperature. On top of all that, the C 650
Sport offers the most storage capacity in its class.

The 2019 BMW C 650 Sport is a scooter that is particularly well-designed for urban operation. From its
compact but zippy engine to its agile chassis, sharp looks and impressive features, the C650 Sport
makes exploring the urban jungle a pleasure.
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Profile: BMW R 1200 RT
A proper touring bike with a sporty feel

The BMW R 1200 RT is a touring motorcycle whose design and features all work together to deliver
the highest level of performance and comfort, enhancing riding pleasure while touring.

Design

At first glance, it’s easy to tell the R
1200 RT is part of the BMW
Motorrad family. It has the familiar
split face, the meshed middle
deflector and the two round
deflectors at its side. Of special
note is the touring tank — which
was designed with a distinctive
knee grip area for maximum
ergonomics — and the ventilation
duct that makes the head look as
though it is floating above the side
trim panel. The overall picture is
one of complete elegance: a
motorcycle that promises a
comfortable and dynamic ride as
well as a suitable seat and position
for long-distance trips.

Performance

The BMW R 1200 RT is no slouch. With a twin-cylinder boxer engine producing 125 horsepower and
92 lb-ft of torque, it doesn’t lack capability even under its maximum load of 483 pounds. You can bring
along a passenger or all the gear you need for a long trip without trouble. What’s more, the standard
Automatic Stability Control system does an excellent job of keeping everything under control on
various road conditions and surfaces, giving you great confidence even when riding with more weight
than you might be used to. The “Rain” and “Road” modes help fine-tune that control by enabling the
chassis to adapt to weather conditions.

Equipment

As is the case on all BMW Motorrad bikes, the R 1200 RT comes generously equipped out of the box.
Standard features include a power adjustable windshield and heated grips as well as an advanced
onboard computer with multi-controller. Even better are some of the optional features, like Keyless
Ride, which eliminates the need for a mechanical key to start the motorcycle, and Gear Shift Assist
Pro, which lets you shift up and down without having to operate the clutch, thereby also improving rear
stability.

Few motorcycles are as well-suited to the task of going long distances as the BMW R 1200 RT. If you
need a touring bike with a sporty feel, look no further.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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5 Intriguing Art Galleries in Southern California
Expand your art collection by visiting these exceptional galleries

Southern California is one of America’s foremost hubs for culture and art, and that is reflected in its
abundance of art galleries. Showcasing classic works by legendary artists to the creations of
up-and-coming locals, these art galleries provide must-have pieces for any art collector, whether
you’re just starting your collection
or are looking to grow it even more.

Ruth Mayer Fine Art Gallery

The work of artist Ruth Mayer is
wide-ranging in scope, covering
everything from portraits and
cityscapes to surrealism and
abstract pieces. The recent
recipient of the International
Leonardo da Vinci Artist Award,
Mayer operates two art galleries in
Southern California: one on
Catalina Island and one in Laguna
Beach. The latter earned the Best
Gallery Award in 2014 from the
City of Laguna Beach Chamber of
Commerce and features new works
including “Romance on the Pier”
and “Path to Glory.”

Africa and Beyond Art Gallery

La Jolla’s Africa and Beyond Art Gallery provides visitors with a vast collection of unique African
artwork spanning a variety of mediums. Africa and Beyond’s wares include traditional weapons and
shields, some of which were used as props in the blockbuster hit “Black Panther.” Other unique items
include authentic fertility dolls, furniture such as stools and beds and musical instruments like drums
and flutes. Serious collectors will want to consider more unique offerings like a dance wand used by
the Shango people of Nigeria and a racing mask worn by the Dan people of the Ivory Coast.

Martin Lawrence Galleries

Found in the South Coast Plaza, Martin Lawrence Galleries in Costa Mesa is one of Orange County’s
premier places to purchase high-quality works of art. If you are a fine-art connoisseur, the names that
populate the Costa Mesa gallery is a veritable who’s-who of the world’s most respected artists,
including the works of Pablo Picasso, Salvador Dali and Andy Warhol.

Silica Studios

Palm Springs’ Silica Studios focuses on the art of ceramics, offering collectors the opportunity to
peruse the works of local artists and allowing creatives the opportunity to familiarize themselves with
the artform. Membership at Silica Studios costs $150 per month and includes access to the studio,
storage space for tools and clay and access to studio sales. Works available for purchase range from



bowls and vases to unique sculptures that make great conversation pieces in your growing collection.

Vallejo Gallery

If you are fascinated by all things maritime and marine-based, the Vallejo Gallery is a must-visit. Not
only does Vallejo Gallery feature unique artifacts and ephemera ranging from weapons and sea
chests to maps and manifests, but it also hosts a wide array of paintings and ship models, too. There
you’ll find tranquil pieces like Warren Sheppard’s “Reflective Sunrise,” which depicts a warm sunrise
over a rushing tide, and epic works of action like Robert Salmon’s “Whitehaven Quay.”

Whether you are collecting for yourself or looking for a memorable gift to give a loved one this holiday
season, these art galleries offer unique and exciting pieces that will speak to you without saying a
word.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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How to Set Attainable Goals for the New Year
Setting goals that you can achieve in 2019

Making resolutions is a tradition for many people who want to start the New Year off fresh and
focused. Whether you’re determined to revamp your eating habits, get in shape, start a new business
or pursue a new passion, the best way to achieve your resolutions is to break each one down into
small steps. 

Be honest

You’ll have a better chance of
reaching your goals if you set goals
or resolutions you’re truly
interested in achieving. Don’t let
other people’s expectations or
opinions distract you, warns Tami
Forman, Forbes contributor and
executive director of the nonprofit
Path Forward. She suggests
penning an extensive list of
everything you think you want to
achieve and zeroing in on the
goals that truly motivate you.

Be strategic

Although a year is a serious
amount of time, it’s not infinite. If
your list of goals is too long or requires too many changes at once, you’ll be setting yourself up for
defeat. According to the American Psychological Association, focusing on altering one behavior, habit
or thing in your life at a time is a more proactive way to reach your goals.

Be smart

Once you have your list of goals, projects or resolutions, you can define each of them even further by
applying the S.M.A.R.T method. Introduced decades ago, S.M.A.R.T defines each goal as specific,
measurable, attainable, realistic and timely. Goals that are broad, completely out-of-reach and lack a
set deadline will reduce the likelihood of achievement. You’ll feel overwhelmed by the magnitude of
lofty goals, which will quickly deflate your will to follow through on your ambitions.

Be social

Although your goals are personal, the APA suggests that you consider joining a support group or
sharing your goals with trusted friends, colleagues or family members. This way you have a network
with which you can share your progress, both positive and negative. If you have people who will hold
you accountable, you will be more likely to see your goals through.

The APA also suggests reaching out for professional help when you suspect you won’t be able to
reach your goals on your own; a psychologist can help you connect your thoughts and actions. If your
goals are health-related, a nutritionist can advise you on smart eating plans while a personal trainer
can instruct you on the proper way to exercise. If your goal is focused on your career or money



management, seek out a certified counselor or financial consultant who can guide you.

Be dedicated

Writing down goals, sharing them with friends and seeking knowledge will only get you closer to your
goals if you do the work consistently. According to Elizabeth Scott, author of “8 Keys to Stress
Management,” you must post your goals where you can easily see them to remind yourself of what
needs to be done. Complement this by undertaking habits that correlate with and get you closer to
your goals, even if it means breaking old habits you’ve fallen into.

Be kind

Changing a behavior or incorporating something new into your life are real challenges. To keep you
striving for your goals, celebrate the victories along the way. Don’t dwell on the missteps or failures;
choose instead to learn from them and use that knowledge to propel you forward.

By breaking down your New Year’s resolutions into attainable goals, putting a plan into place, staying
focused and accountable to yourself and others, your 2019 will be filled with well-deserved successes.
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BMW Premieres R 1250 GS and R 1250 RT
BMW R 1250 GS and R 1250 RT arrive with boosted power,
efficiency 

BMW’s new R 1250 RT and R 1250 GS touring motorcycles come with an extra dose of power,
refinement and efficiency. 

Those advancements were made
possible by BMW’s upgraded
flat-twin boxer engine. It features
new ShiftCam Technology that
allows for variable valve operation
and improves combustion. Thanks
to this new engine, both
motorcycles can enjoy boosted
power and torque. The previous
version of this engine delivered 125
horsepower and 92 lb-ft of torque,
while the new one increases those
outputs to 136 horsepower and 105
lb-ft of torque. The new engine also
boasts smoother operation, lower
emissions and better fuel
economy.

These two models are also built for
more responsive handling. Both offer standard Hill Start Control for better slope takeoff, as well as
standard Automatic Stability Control to improve traction. The R 1250 RT is equipped with standard
ABS Pro to increase braking safety. This model is also available with Dynamic ESA “Next
Generation” damping, which adjusts the motorcycle’s suspension to maintain comfort and stability in
surrounding conditions.

For heightened control, both models are available with the Riding Modes Pro feature, which includes
Dynamic Traction Control mode, Hill Start Control Pro mode and Dynamic Brake Assistant. The R
1250 GS also offers Dynamic Pro, Enduro and Enduro Pro modes in keeping with its off-road abilities.

Both models feature new connectivity features as well. The R 1250 RT has a 5.7-inch color TFT
screen to accompany its analog instrumentation and its handlebar-mounted BMW Motorrad
Multi-Controller. The R 1250 GS comes with a 6.5-inch color TFT screen.

Both models offer the Intelligent Emergency Call option, which sends out an alert in the event of a
crash or other dangerous situation. Available LED daytime riding lights offer greater visibility on the
road, and the R 1250 GS also features a standard LED headlamp.

A variety of customization options are available for the R 1250 RT and R 1250 GS, too, including
special wheels, seats and paint finishes.

With these new BMW motorcycle models, riders can enjoy comfortable and reliable performance on
short rides and long trips alike.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}. 
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BMW Motorrad Launches New Motorcycle Rental
Service
BMW Motorrad is expanding its horizons with a new Rent a Ride
program

Nobody knows what the future of personal vehicles will be. For this reason, many vehicle
manufacturers are expanding their
portfolios to different methods of
providing transportation.

BMW Motorrad is one of these
manufacturers. In addition to its
diverse core lineup of motorcycles
and scooters, BMW Motorrad
recently announced the launch of a
new program under the title of
“Rent a Ride.”

As the name implies, this new
service allows customers to rent
BMW motorcycles directly from
local dealerships. To rent a
motorcycle, a customer need only
visit the Rent a Ride website and
select their desired model, at which
point they can check availability in
real time. The rider can then
finalize the booking, complete with matching accessories and rider equipment, if needed.

From there, the BMW Motorrad dealer prepares the selected motorcycle for pickup. When the rider
arrives, the dealer gives them a professional briefing, and then they are free to ride.

The rental service lets riders experience the BMW motorcycles for a longer period than available on a
test drive. Henning Putzke, Head of BMW Motorrad Germany, said the program lets potential
customers familiarize themselves more intimately with the operation of the brand’s products, for
example over the space of a weekend trip.

Unfortunately for BMW riders in the United States, this service is currently only available in the EU
countries of Germany, Austria and France. The scope there is somewhat limited as well, though, with
only two BMW Motorrad sales partners in each country participating in the program.

However, according to Timo Resch, Head of International Sales and Marketing for BMW Motorrad,
the brand is looking to expand the service. The goal, he said, is to expand the program to the entire
worldwide BMW Motorrad sales network.
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